
During  the past days, an UIL’s delegation has delivered the Palmolive’s donation of hygienic goods that for 

months will support the refugees welcomed into the governmental camp of Alexandria, in the province of 

Thessaloniki.  

These assets has been entrusted to Refugee Support, a NGO that from time take care of the camp, through 

distributions of first needs goods. With this mission, another step has been realized in support of the NGOs 

who are dealing with the refugees’ tragedy blocked in Greece.   

The donation, started from the Palmolive factory in Anzio, has reached its destination thanks to the delivery 

organized by the Service of Rapports with NGOS-UIL, that with its delegation is went to the camp and had 

the chance to spend few days with the refugees.  

A really useful shipping and very appreciated from the volunteers’ team in Alexandria. Although all the 

efforts of all the donators, the situation in the camp is still very hard and often there is a lack of the 

absolutely essential goods. 

As far as possible, it is supplying for the winter season, since that is expected the arrival of 800 migrants of 

Syrian origins into this camp who has criticalities both for the goods’ lack and livability same.   

At the same time, in respect of other camps, there are some positive notes: between all of them, we would 

like highlight the intention to build some spaces where the refugees could get close to a daily life that every 

human being deserves to live. A part of this idea has been already realized.  

There are not many photos of the camp since is active the iron rule on the respect of the privacy, already 

considerably violated  by the promiscuity of the life itself in the camps.   

This trip has been useful also to build some functioning relations to achieve great results in the next 

missions that, as always, will try to be concrete. 
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